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IMPReSS, an optimization-based production planning system
at Harris Corporation's semiconductor sector, generates capac-
ity-feasible production schedules for a worldwide manufactur-
ing network and quotes product delivery dates in response to
customer inquiries. The planning engine of IMPReSS is the
Berkeley Planning System (BPS), which models the problem in
a form that permits linear programming optimization. BPS
embeds formulation techniques for planning the requirements
of binning and substitutable products, for representing dynamic
capacity consumption by reentrant process flows, and for de-
veloping multiple optimization calculations that reflect market-
ing priorities. It uses a heuristic decomposition strategy to break
the overall problem into several manageable calculations. Its
implementation raised on-time deliveries of line items from 75
to 95 percent without increasing inventories, enabled the sector
to expand its markets and its market share, and helped move
the sector from a loss of $75 million to profit of over $40
million annually.

T-T urri, Corporation is an electronics based in Melbourne, Florida, with annual
I Iand electronic systems company sales approaching $3.5 billion. The corpo-
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HARRIS CORPORATION

ration consists of several sectors in differ-
ent lines of business. Harris's semiconduc-
tor sector has annual sales of $670 million.

Prior to 1989, the semiconductor sector
enjoyed a profitable but much smaller
business producing sophisticated niche
products serving the military and aero-
space markets. It was famous for its "rad-

hard" (radiation-hardened) process tech-
nology, which enables production of de-
vices exceptionally resistant to solar radia-
tion and thus preferred by designers of sat-
ellites, spacecraft, missiles, high-flying
aircraft, and so forth. A substantial portion
of its sales were in components supplied to
defense contractors or aerospace compa-
nies who were prime government contrac-
tors for weapons or space exploration pro-
grams. Other products sold to commercial
customers also tended to be proprietary,

In late 1988, Harris purchased the GE
Solid State (GESS) semiconductor product
lines and manufacturing facilities from
Ceneral Electric; they included both the
former RCA Solid State as well as GE-
proper semiconductor products and manu-
facturing facilities. (Subsequent to its 1986
acquisition of RCA, GE had merged the
RCA products and facilities with its own
GE semiconductor products and facilities,
retaining the Solid State name for the
merged organization.) This acquisition by
Harris roughly tripled the size of the sector
in terms of products and manufacturing
facilities and substantially increased the
proportion of production in competitive
commercial product lines, such as automo,
tive and telecommunications products.
Harris now had to provide competitive on-
time delivery performance over a much
greater product mix.

To achieve operational economies, the
sector needed to concentrate like process
technologies for the Harris, RCA, and GE
product lines in common manufacturing
facilities and to rationalize the newly com-
bined factory and distribution networks.
Given the huge size of the acquisition and
the debt load involved, sector managers
wanted to make these economies quickly.
Unfortunately, the manufacturing data-
bases, control systems, and planning sys-
tems in use at GESS and at Harris were dif-
ferent and very difficult to integrate. They
could not simply select one set of systems
and immediately begin using it to manage
all manufacturing facilities and all product
lines of the combined company.

After the merger, production planners
had to cope with data provided in multiple
formats on multiple systems and, in some
cases/ cope with serious gaps in informa-
tion. The sector developed a reputation for
late delivery. Throughout 7989, a metric
measuring the percent of ordered line
items delivered within one day of prom-
ised delivery date hovered around 75 per-
cent. One survey indicated that 50 percent
of the customers wished to replace Harris
as a vendor. The following spring, sector

In fiscal 7997, the sector
reported a loss of $75 million.

sales executives estimated that $100 mil-
lion in potential sales had been lost in cal-
endar year 1989 because of its noncompet-
itive delivery performance. Sales continued
to decline by about $100 mill ion per year
until Harris ultimately turned delivery
performance around. ln 1989, the sector
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started reporting losses which continued to

mount in 1990 and 1991; in fiscal l99l,it

reported a loss of $75 million.

A Global Planning Project

Sector executives took action. In mid-

1989 they asked the sector manufacturing

systems department to perform a global

planning system study. The study was to

define the scope and requirements of an ef-
ficient, integrated production-planning and

delivery-quotation system serving the en-
tire sector, to review available software

and planning methodologies, and to make

prompt recommendations for an imple-

mentation plan.

The study found that the newly ex-

panded sector was selling more than

10,000 finished goods produced in a fac-

tory network including more than 30 man-

ufacturing facilities in the United States

and Asia. Planning and delivery quotation

was decentralized and conducted with a
myriad of systems, policies, and personnel.

The sector employed two large MRP sys-

tems, one for a subset of the former Harris

facilities and one for a subset of the former

GESS facilities. Many smaller MRP-like

spreadsheet analyses were performed by

factory planners. Data on demand, work in

process, inventory, and capacity were

weak in quality and were judged differ-

ently by various participants. Working out

a plan inevitably involved meetings to ne-

gotiate differences, leading to multiple

planning iterations. Sector-wide planning

cycles were undertaken only once a month

and consumed two weeks or more. Quota-
tions and delivery commitments were of-
ten little more than judgments made by
planners who were forced to work with in-
complete information.

Observing practices in other firms in the

industry, the study found that most large

semiconductor companies had developed

their own applications for company-wide

production planning, generally following

an architecture similar to that of commer-

cially marketed MRP II systems. Develop-

ing and implementing these systems had

taken years and a large staff. All were op-

erated on main-frame computers, tended

to by a large staff who maintained and im-

proved the applications. One company was

willing to negotiate selling its planning sys-

tem to Harris.

MRP logic has serious shortcomings for

application to semiconductor manufactur-

ing. Harris's experience with the MRP sys-

tems then in use in the sector revealed

these weaknesses, even though the sys-

tems were well designed (as MRP systems

go) and incorporated several desirable fea-

tures. The sector's research and develop-

ment department was aware of these

weaknesses, and since 1987 it had been

funding research at the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley aimed at developing an

automated production-planning system for

semiconductor manufacturing. Other semi-

conductor manufacturers also had been

funding this research, begun in 1984.

The research effort at Berkeley had

yielded an optimization-based approach to

semiconductor production planning. The

Berkeley researchers had programmed this

approach as a prototype software package

that they offered to research sponsors for

industrial testing or application. A number

of such implementations were carried out,

but none on a full companywide scale in-

volving all products and all plants. Based

on the results of field experience and direc-
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tion from industry sponsors, year after

year the Berkeley researchers steadily im-

proved the mathematical models and the

software embedding these models. This

software became known as the Berkeley

Planning System (BPS). Harris had imple-

mented BPS in 1987 to handle production

planning of three wafer fabrication facili-

ties ("wafer fabs" or iust 
"fabs" for short)

located at the Palm Bay, Florida manufac-

turing site, and the researchers had

steadily improved the application based on

feedback from the users. It became the

regular planning mechanism for all prod-

ucts produced at these facilities beginning

in mid-1988.

The sector's experience with the proto-

type BPS application had been very posi-

tive, although it was implemented on a

fairly small scale. The factory network in

Palm Bay, though small, featured most of

the complexities of the companywide plan-

ning problem that frustrated the effective

application of more conventional planning

methodologies: binning and substitution in

product structures, hard capacity con-

straints on reentrant process flows, and

market potential far in excess of available

capacity, juxtaposed against critical out-

standing orders for which on-time delivery

must be protected. Factory planners

praised BPS as an effective planning tool

for this situation.

Given the urgency of the delivery prob-

lem, the approach to planning systems

taken at other large semiconductor compa-

nies-involving a large expenditure, a

large staff, and a lot of time-did not ap-

peal to the sector managers. Their feeling

was that the sector did not have a lot of

time. Karl McCalley, vice-president of Sec-

tor Information Systems, argued that the

sector would never be able to match the

delivery performance of such industry

giants as NEC, Intel, Texas Instruments, or

Motorola by emulating their approach to

planning, simply because it could not hope

to match their level of expenditures. If the

sector had any hope, it would have to

MRP logic has serious
shortcomings.

come from a strategy to outsmart them,

and so McCalley argued in favor of ex-

panding the BPS application into a compa-

nywide planning system. But other sector

executive managers hesitated to embrace

an operations-research-based technology

that they were unfamiliar with, that was

not in regular large-scale use at any major

semiconductor company, and that was not

supported commercially as a planning soft-

ware product. Fortunately, the sector presi-

dent at the time, Jon Cornell, did not share

these fears. Cornell was familiar with op-

erations research techniques, and in fact,

he had experimentally developed a linear

programming-based wafer fab scheduling

model in his earlier years as a fab man-

a8er.

In the spring of 1990, Harris decided to

start a full-scale effort to develop and im-

plement an automated sectorwide produc-

tion-planning and delivery-quotation sys-

tem, with an enhanced BPS serving as the

planning engine of the new system. The

manufacturing systems department came

up with an acronym for the new system:

IMPReSS, standing for integrated manu-

facturing production requirements schedul-

9January-F ebruary "1.9 
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ing system. IMPReSS was envisioned to
provide a worldwide database of factory

status and factory capabilities, and of order

status and marketing demands. Running

off this database would be applications for

production planning, delivery quotation,

and order entry. The entire system would

run on workstation computer hardware.

Given the crisis it faced, the sector estab-
lished an extremely aggressive one-year

schedule for project completion. The
lead UC Berkeley faculty investigator
(Leachman) for BPS took a one-year leave
of absence from teaching to work full time

directing much of the project. Harris hired
a masters graduate (Raar) from Berkeley,

who had enhanced the BPS application at
Harris as his masters project, as a perma-

nent Harris employee to lead database and

system development. Harris recruited

many other Berkeley masters students to
carry out their masters intern project as-
signments by helping to develop capacity

databases in various factories around the
world. At the same time, two doctoral stu-

dents at Berkeley (Benson and Liu) would

develop and program an upgraded version

of BPS to handle the companywide prob-

lem at Harris. After graduation, Liu would

take a permanent position at Harris, serv-

ing as the key technical staff member for

the planning engine.

Harris undertook an internal publicity

campaign to stress the importance of the

IMPReSS project to all manufacturing,

marketing, sales, and engineering staff. It

distributed white polo shirts, buttons, and

pens emblazoned with an IMPReSS logo.
The sector newsletter highlighted articles

describing the project. At the project kick-
off, Jon Cornell, wearing his IMPReSS

shirt, spoke to the entire sector via closed-
circuit broadcast. "IMPReSS is the most
important project in the sector, and every-
one must do whatever is necessary to ex-
pedite the project and to insure its success.
The sector will not survive unless we solve
our delivery problem. If IMPReSS suc-

ceeds, we can succeed. If it fails, we will

surely fail."

Scope of the Planning System

IMPReSS incorporates a number of sub-
systems and databases that collectively ac-
complish automated planning (Figure 1).
At the center of IMPReSS is the planning

engine, a batch application that calculates
a companywide production plan when

given certain inputs from supporting sys-
tems. All the manufacturing areas located

around the world can be scheduled in a
single planning cycle of the engine.

An on-line system for quotation, order
entry, and customer shipment maintains in
real time a schedule of product availability,

that is, a schedule of the uncommitted por-
tion of the production plan. As inquiries

are received from customers, the system
calculates the best delivery schedule it can
offer and then reserves this supply for the

customer, somewhat akin to the way an
airline reservation system works. If a cus-
tomer places an order, it processes the or-
der and includes it on the "order board," a
list of current customer commitments; oth-
erwise, the reservation is cancelled and the
supply reverts back to the availability. This
system also prioritizes shipments to cus-
tomers from finished goods inventory, fur-
nishing order picking lists to the product

distribution centers.

Most other information flows within

IMPReSS occur in batch mode. The order

INTERFACES 26:1 1 0
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Factory

and status

Factory plans
(start and oul
schedules)

board is passed periodically from the order

entry system to a demand forecast system.

This system prepares market forecasts for

each finished good type, utilizing the cur-

rent order board as supporting informa-

tion. These forecasts serve as inputs to pro-

duction-planning calculations.

Semiconductor manufacturers normally

cannot accommodate all market demands

promptly within the capacities of their ex-

isting manufacturing facilities. To properly

guide the loading and product support de-

cisions made in production-planning calcu-

lations, the planning engine needs more

information than just the total forecast for

each product. Forecasts must be parti-

availability

Factory plans
(start schedules)

Product
structure

and
sourcing rules

tioned into subsets of demands with differ-

ent priorities from a sales or marketing

viewpoint, and the relative priorities of

these demand subsets need to be expressed

to the planning engine. As an obvious ex-

ample, dernands representing customer or-

ders should take priority over demands

representing the unrealized (and uncertain)

portion of sales forecasts. As another ex-

ample, a forecast for sales of a high-mar-

gin custom product should have higher

priority than a forecast for sales of a low-

margin commodity product, given that the

two forecasts are equally reliable. The de-

mands communicated to the planning en-

gine by the forecast system are therefore

Figure 1: Information flows between systems that make up IMPReSS are shown as arrows. In a
planning cycle, the planning engine receives demand and priority inputs from the demand
forecast system. Factory floor systems provide inputs concerning factory capabilities and status
(yields, cycle times, capacities, work in process, and static inventory status). The raw materials
system provides inputs concerning the availability of materials. The bill of materials system
provides inputs concerning the product structure and sourcing rules. The planning engine pro-
vides the planned product availability to the quotation and order entry system and factory
schedules to the factory floor systems and the raw materials system. An on-line quotation and
order entry system provides delivery quotations to customers, accepts customer orders, and
sends pick lists to the distribution centers.

Quotation and
Order Entry

Orders

IMPReSS
Planning
Engine
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sorted into priority classes.

A materials system used to track and

procure raw materials supplies the plan-

ning engine with a schedule of the avail-

abilities inside vendor lead times of scarce

raw materials. Such availabilities constrain

the production plan. After calculation of

the plan, the planning engine supplies the

materials system with the planned product

starts in each manufacturing area, from

which it can calculate material require-

ments. A basic MRP system is suitable for

the materials system application.

For each manufacturing area, factory

floor systems maintain the status of work

Converting to a
structure caused

standard data
conflicts.

in process (WIP) and static product inven-

tory. These systems include applications to

convert WIP into an equivalent projected

out schedule (a WIP-out projection) for the

manufacturing area. These systems also in-

clude databases for maintaining models of

factory capability. These models describe

the routes followed by products through

the factory, including relevant data about

the operations on each route, such as man-

ufacturing yields, lead times (hereafter

called cycle times, the standard terminology

in the industry), equipment processing

rates, and equipment capacities. They pass

these data to the planning engine in a stand-

ard format. After calculating a worldwide

plan, the planning engine passes back to

each factory schedules of starts and outs

(that is, schedules of lot releases and com-

pletions) for which it will be held account-

able.

A bill-of-materials (BOM) system sup-

plies the planning engine with the official

product structure and sourcing rules. These

data specify the factories authorized to

produce each final or intermediate product,

and each product's alternative source

products on the next lower level of the

product structure. The BOM data also goes

to the order entry system to insure that it

does not issue delivery quotations for

products currently in engineering "hold"

status or not yet passing qualification tests.

Versions of some of the peripheral sys-

tems supporting the planning engine ex-

isted when the project started, although

they required some upgrading. While all

the systems are critical to the proper func-

tioning of the overall planning and quota-

tion system, we shall focus in this article

on the planning engine, which embodies

most of the decision-making logic in the

system.

A planning cycle (Figure 2) starts with

demand inputs divided into priority

classes. Those that represent external or in-

ternal delivery commitments are the order

board classes: confirmed orders, contrac-

tually guaranteed supply, scheduled test

lots for product development, and so forth.

Demand classes that represent replenish-

ment of safety stocks are termed inaentory

classes. Other demand classes are termed

forecast classes.

The first phase of the overall calculation

is requirements planning. The planning en-

gine subtracts worldwide finished goods

inventory from the demands to determine

net requirements for new finished goods

output serving each priority class. Next,

the engine performs an MRP-type calcula-

tion, working net demands in each class

INTERFACES 26:1 t 2
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Prioritized
Demand
Inputs:

Requirements
Planning

Capacitated
Loading

Figure 2: A planning cycle consists of three phases: (1) requirements planning in which inven-
tory and work in process are subtracted from the prioritized demands to determine net de-
mands for new starts in back-end and front-end production; (2) capacitated loading, in which
the net demands are loaded onto the factories according to the priorities subiect to resource
availabilities; and (3) computation of the availability, in which order board demands are sub-
tracted from the production plan to determine the supply of products available for new delivery
quotations.

backwards through the product structure, which the requirements for new factory
with allocations of factory WIP-out projec- starts are mitigated by the factory capacity
tions and static inventory determining models and materials limitations to deter-
prioritized net requirements at each level mine the best scheduled response to the
of the bill of materials. marketing demands and priorities. After

Semiconductor manufacturing may be making this calculation for all manufactur-
thought of as a two-stage process: (1) fab- ing areas, the planning engine combines
ricating integrated circuit structures on sili- worldwide planned output of finished
con wafers and testing the circuits (wafer goods with the finished goods inventory to
fab and wafer probe), and (2) slicing wa- form the worldwide supply schedule. Fi-
fers into individual devices, packaging the nally, it nets out both the order board and
devices and testing them (device assembly inventory classes of demands from this
and device test). Factories performing these supply line to obtain an updated availabil-
stages are collectively called front-end ity schedule for use in the quotation and
plants and back-end plants. The key outputs order entry system.
of requirements planning are prioritized Challenges of the semiconductor
net demands for new production in front- Planning Problem

end and back-end plants. Several characteristics of semiconductor
The next phase is capacitated loading, in manufacturing conspire to make planning

- 
Compute -

net demands for
Back End and

Front End
production

Compute
factory

production
plans

Compute
availability

for quotation
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production quite challenging. Semiconduc-

tor factories are capital-intensive facilities

that are operated 24 hours per day, seven

days per week. The capabilities and

performance of the processing equipment

determine capacity. Working overtime or

adding staff are not means of resolving in-

feasibilities in the production plan. The po-

tential market frequently exceeds a facto-

ry's capacity (particularly for products that

it must produce using the most recent

technology). If a firm is to provide on-time

delivery, it must l imit the market demand

it accepts to fit i ts capacity. Employing

planning methodologies (such as MRP)

that have difficulty developing efficient,

capacity-feasible factory schedules would

compromise the firm's planning.

The loading of equipment capacity by

semiconductor products is unusually com-

plex. Products are routed through

hundreds of steps, requiring weeks to tra-

verse. The routings comprise reentrant pro-

cess flows in which a product visits a par-

ticular equipment type many times for

performance of different processing steps,

interspersed with steps performed on other

types of equipment. For example, wafers

following the wafer fab process flow for an

18-layer circuit design must visit the pho-

tolithography workstation 18 times. Fab

cycle times range up to eight weeks; test

cycle times for complex devices can range

up to three weeks. This means that newly

released production lots compete for ca-

pacity with WIP; similarly, product re-

leases made over several weeks compete

with each other for scarce capacity.

Traditional forms of capacity analysis

apply capacity constraints to total factory

input rates or output rates in each plan-

ning period, without consideration of

planned rates in adjacent periods. When

product mix is dynamic (as it is at Harris

and most semiconductor manufacturers),

these forms of analysis are inaccurate.

Many semiconductor product families

include various quality grades and design

revisions. Thus alternative or substitutable

source products are very common in semi-

conductor product structures. In particular,

many intermediate products are the result

of binning, whereby a distribution of sev-

eral quality-graded products emerges from

testing a single manufacturing lot of source

product. Each bin defines a specific range

of performance for one or several electrical

attributes of performance, for example, a

bin definition might be "speed between 30

and 40 megahertz and power consumption

less than 100 mill iamps." The fractions of

the source product falling into each bin of

quality are known as the bin splits. The bin

splits are characteristic of the manufactur-

ing process and must be regarded as pres-

pecified (but probabilistic) for planning

purposes. In some cases, alternative testing

procedures generate different bin distribu-

tions.

Each finished goods type has specific re-

quirements for electrical performance. In

general, there are a number of bins whose

attributes fulfill these requirements. Con-

versely, a particular bin is generally suit-

able for a number of different finished

goods types. Suitable source bins for each

finished goods type are listed in an accept

bin table; such tables form an integral part

of the product structure and sourcing rules

in the BOM system.

These binning and substitution possibili-

ties in the product structure frustrate the

INTERFACES 26:1 1 4
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application of MRP logic to perform re-
quirements planning. When product mix is
dynamic, it is difficult to establish input
parameters that enable MRp logic to gen-
erate feasible net requirements for factory
releases, let alone efficient requirements
(Figure 3).

In studying global planning, the sector
manufacturing systems department ob-
served that other semiconductor compa-
nies tried to apply MRP logic to binning
structures in two ways. One method is to
simply ignore the bin splits and equate re-
quirements for the source product to the
sum of requirements for the finished
goods. For the example in Figure 3, this
method would set production of the source
product to be 105 in period 1 and 120 in

period 2, which would result in a shortage
of four units of finished good 1 in the first
period. The other method is to select a sin-
gle bin as the "driver 

bin" upon which to
base the requirements planning calcula-
tions. Under this method, the planner
chooses one of the types of finished goods
and divides its demand by the split for the
corresponding bin to determine the quan-
tity of source product needed. For this ex-
ample, if bin 1 is selected as the driver bin,
production of the source product would be
computed as 125 in period 1 and 50 in pe-
riod 2,leading to a shortage of 50 units of
finished good 2 in the second period. If bin
Zis the driver bin, production would be
computed as 100 in period 1 and 138 in
period 2, leading to a shortage of five units

Bin 1
Demands for

finished good type 1

Demands for
finished good type 2

Fixed split

+
I

Allocation of bins to
demands for finished goods

Figure 3: In this simplistic example of requirements planning through binning structures, we
consider a product structure of one source product, two bins ind two finished goods. The de-
mands in time periods 1 and 2 for finished goods types 1 and 2 must be translated into net
demands for the source product. The input flow of the source product must satisfy the given,
required outflows of finished goods. Bin 1, which corresponds to the electrical requirerients of
finished good type 1, is suitable for filling demands for either finished good typefbin 2 is suit-
able only for finished good type 2. The flow of source product is split itrto Uittt according to
fixed percentages, here, 20 percent to bin 1 and 80 percent to bin 2. For simplicity, therels no
initial inventory or work in process/ and the manufacturing cycle time is zero.

Finished Goods
Data: Demands

Bin Split t=l t=2

Bin 1/Type 1 O.2O 25 10

Bin 2lType 2 0.80 80 1 1 O

@tr4@

I
I

Production of
packaged device
(source product)
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of finished good 1 in the first period.

The shortfall of capacity to market de-

mand increases the importance of repre-

senting marketing concerns in the planning

calculation, since the firm may have to de-

lay or turn away some of the demand. At

the same time, it must protect delivery

dates for outstanding customer orders and

other customer commitments. Thus the

planning engine must explicitly consider

the relative priorities for accommodating

demands from different sources in making

its planning decisions.

Forecasting the sales of individual semi-

conductor products varies in difficulty, de-

pending upon whether the product is cus-

tom or commodity-like. Manufacturing cy-

cle times are quite long and they vary

depending on the product's complexity.

The firm must decide for its various prod-

ucts how far through the manufacturing

process it will build product in response to

forecasts versus delaying production until

it receives actual orders. Given the uncer-

tainty in forecasts, it was clearly desirable

for Harris to increase the frequency of re-

planning from monthly to weekly or even

daily.

The sheer scale of the planning problem

for a large semiconductor manufacturer is

daunting. A full-scale planning calculation

at Harris Corporation's semiconductor sec-

tor includes on the order of 2,500 wafer

types, 6,000 packaged device types, 10,000

finished goods types, 200 types of scarce

processing equipment, and 200 types of

scarce raw materials. Many products have

alternative routings through the manufac-

turing network. The desired horizon for

quotation and planning is 18 months. Con-

sider a planning calculation that is to spec-

ify production quantities with weekly reso-

lution for the first two months, monthly

resolution out to one year, and in quarters

beyond that, for a total of about 20 time

periods. With variables representing the

quantities of each product released into

each factory in each planning period, such

a problem would involve about one half

million constraints on about the same

number of variables if the problem were

formulated as a single mathematical

optimization model.

Representing the Product Structure, the

Production Processes, and the

Manufacturing Network

To develop and implement a practical

optimization-based planning system, we

needed a standardized data model for the

planning problem. Data structures defining

the manufacturing network, production

processes, and product structures were dif-

ferent among the Harris-proper, ex-RCA

and ex-GE portions of the merged com-

pany. A simple union of these structures

would have led to a large number of levels

in the bill of materials, making formulation

of practical optimization models very diffi-

cult. Moreover, in many cases, the existing

structures omitted data that were critical to

generating efficient or even feasible pro-

duction plans.

Our standardized manufacturing process

flow for nonbinning semiconductor prod-

ucts (Figure 4) consists of five serial manu-

facturing processes: base wafer fabrication

(in wafer fab), wafer fabrication (wafer

fab), wafer electrical probe (probe), device

assembly (assembly), and device test

(brand, test, and pack). Harris has a num-

ber of manufacturing sites around the

world. Each site, or even a single manufac-
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turing facility at the site, may operate sev-
eral or all of these processes. Generally,
one site integrates the first three processes
(the front end), and a different site, the last
two processes (the back end).

The first three manufacturing stages pro-
cess round wafers of silicon, termed base
wafers in the first stage, and just wafers in
the second and third stages. The fab pro-
cesses imprint the wafers with many iden-
tical patterns of an integrated circuit; each
circuit pattern on the wafer is called a die.
The probe process electrically tests each
die on each completed wafer. Our subdivi-
sion of the overall wafer fabrication pro-
cess is made to allow for the maintenance
of an inventory of semi-processed wafers
known as waf er bank. The inventory of
wafers that have completed the third stage
is known as die bank. Wafer fab processes
have hundreds of serial operations; wafer
probe processes generally involve only a

Finished
Goods Type

few steps. Small lots of 10 to 50 wafers
flow through the wafer fab and wafer

probe processes.

In the assembly stage, the wafers are
sliced up into individual chips which are
sealed in plastic or ceramic packages to be-
come packaged deuices. In the next and fi-
nal stage, the packaged devices are tested,
labelled, and packed for customer ship-

ment. The assembly and test manufactur-

ing areas process individual devices in

manufacturing lots of 500 to 2,000 devices.
The product structure for semiconductor

products is an arborescent (branching)

rather than a coalescent type of structure

typical of assembled products. In general, a
single base wafer is the source product for

several types of wafers; a single die type is

the source product for several types of

packaged devices; and a single packaged

device is the source product for several fin-

ished goods types. The base wafer stage is

.9.":" awaror 
I

Al locat ion
of base
waters

to wafers

o ie  
I
I

Al locat ion
of die

to packaged
devices

Packaged
Dev ice +

I

Al locat ion
ot packaged

devices
to finished

goods types

Figure 4: The pattern of arcs and nodes in the figure represents the product structure for non-
binning products. Open nodes designate points of change in the product structure. In-line arcs
with no arrowheads denote manufacturing process flows in which there are no changes in the
product structure. For example, a wafer fab process and a follow-on probe process foim a pro-
cess flow' Arcs with arrowheads on them denote possible allocation flows fiom completed
source product to various follow-on products.
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vacant for many types of products, but it is

useful for planning production of product

families involving gate-arrays, read-only

memory (ROM) codes, and epitaxial base

wafers.

At corporate inventory points, where the

product structure changes, the planning

engine must allocate completed product to

follow-on uses, depending on the de-

mands. The planning engine specifies

product starts and outs at these points.

Manufacturing activity may generate in-

ventories at other points in the manufac-

turing network, but they serve no corpo-

rate purposes and are sirnply regarded as

queues of work in process (WIP) in plan-

ning production. The production planning

model assumes that the series of opera-

tions between corporate inventory points is

to be managed as a continuous flow pro-

cess, not individually scheduled by global

planning. However, we model the string of

operations comprising these process flows

in enough detail to prevent the planning

engine from scheduling starts to a process

flow unless it finds that capacity is suffi-

cient to permit their movement as a flow to

the next corporate inventory point.

For binned products, the process flows

are similar, except that the test process is

split into two parts, the initial fesf and the

final test (Figure 5). The initial test process

subjects packaged devices to one or a se-

ries of electrical tests to characterize the

various electrical attributes of interest.

Generally, several combinations of attri-

butes emerge from each manufacturing lot,

each termed a bin. The inventory of binned

packaged devices following completion of

the initial test process is known as clfiss

sfores. The planning engine schedules pro-

duction in the initial test process in terms

of packaged devices, with output at class

stores expressed in terms of bins.

After binning, the planning engine must

decide how to allocate bins among alterna-

tive finished goods types for which the

bins are acceptable. The planning engine

then schedules production in the final test

process flow (brand, retest, and pack) in

I
Test
b i n
spl i t

I

Probe
b in
spl i t

Graded A Packaged
D i e  I  

Dev i ce
I

Allocation ot
graded die to

packaged devices

t
I
I

Al locat ion
ot bins

to tinished
goods types

Finished
Goods Type

t

Base
Water

Figure 5: The pattern of arcs and nodes in this figure represents the product structure for prod-
ucts featuring binning. The solid nodes in the product structure represent bin splits, at which
the fractions of source product flowing to output products are prespecified characteristics of the
manufacturing process.

-
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terms of finished goods types. In the case
that the final test process includes a burn-
irr operation (prolonged operation of the
devices in an oven), binning tests may be
repeated in the final test process to find out
whether attributes have changed as a re-
sult; if they have, devices may be down-
graded (assigned to a lower grade bin) and
returned to class stores. However, such
fallout is typically very small compared to
the fallout in the initial test; for planning
purposes/ it may be regarded simply as
yield loss.

Binning also may occur in wafer probe,
where a finished wafer may contain two or
more usable electrical grades of die. Analo-
gous to the allocation problem after initial
test, more than one graded die type may
be suitable as source product for a particu-
lar packaged device type. Moreover, design
revisions may make die from several wafer
types suitable for the same packaged de-
vice.

The product structure for binned prod-
ucts can be used to model nonbinning
products, with appropriate conventions:
For nonbinning wafer-probe processes, one
graded die type is generated with a 100
percent bin split; for nonbinning packaged
devices, one binned packaged device is
generated with a 100 percent bin split; and
the initial test process flow for such pack-
aged devices includes no operations and
has 100 percent yield and 0.0 days manu-
facturing cycle time. With this convention,
there are four standard corporate inventory
points (wafer bank, die bank, class stores,
and finished goods) and six standard man-
ufacturing process flows (base wafer fab,
wafer fab, probe, assembly, initial test, and
final test). Two of the process flows (base

wafer fab and initial test) can be vacant for
some product families.

Harris has a number of front-end and
back-end sites. It can produce certain die
types at more than one front-end site;
much less commonly, it can produce cer-
tain finished goods types at more than one
back-end site (at most two). Typically it
produces low-volume die types in only one
front-end fab but often produces high-
volume die types in two or more fabs, dis-
tributing the manufacturing volume to use
capacity efficiently.

The sector produces two broad catego-
ries of products, each with their own sepa-
rate set of factories. Each of the two sets of
factories is termed a manufacturing network,
for which the planning engine can prepare
production plans separately.

Marketing Priorities and Controls
The total demand for any product in a

given time period includes different types
of demand with different priorities. Using
BPS, planners divide the total forecast for
each product in each time period into
priority classes defined by marketing and
sales management. Demands for each fin-
ished goods type typically appear in most
or all of the classes. BPS first schedules
production to meet the demands in the top
priority class as on-time as is feasible, then
schedules additional production to meet
second priority demands as on-time as is
feasible, and so forth.

Each class belongs to one of three types:
order-board classes (including customer
commitments and firm demands), inven-
tory replenishment classes (replenishment

of safety stocks), and forecast classes (pro-
jections of future customer demands). In
strict priority order, order-board classes

January-February 7996 1 9
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precede inventory classes, which precede

forecast classes. In this way, BPS provides

maximum service to previous customer

commitments and replenishes safety stocks

before making product available for future

customer commitments. In principle, any

number of classes may be tendered to BPS;

in practice, about four or five classes is

enough to generate desirable plans, and

further partitioning tends to have no effect

To the IMPReSS team, the
poor data quality came as a
shock.

on generated plans. For example, planners

might define separate classes for order

board, undated order requests, safety-stock

replenishments, the reliable portion of

sales forecasts as yet unconsumed by or-

ders, and the remainder of sales forecasts.

Dividing forecasts into two classes insures

that availability is generated for more reli-

able forecasts first, with additional avail-

ability generated for more speculative fore-

casts only as capacity permits.

To resolve resource competition within

each class, BPS refers to prices defined for

each finished goods type, indicating the

marketing value of the different product

demands in the same class. For order

board or inventory classes, these prices are

used in capacitated loading models (dis-

cussed below) to define lateness costs per

unit time associated with delaying support

for the products from the committed time

periods. For forecast classes, the price

specified for a product is used in the load-

ing models to represent the unit revenue

available from sales of output supplied in

or after the time period in which a demand

is forecasted. In practice, the price for each

finished goods type is equated to its aver-

age selling price (ASP).

Another parameter that expresses mar-

keting policies is the build-to-leael code de-

fined for each finished good. It indicates

the corporate inventory point to which

production can be carried out without cor-

responding customer orders on hand. Us-

ing this parameter, marketing management

can control inventory risk. In operation,

BPS uses this parameter to limit production

starts in the first time period of the produc-

tion plan and to erase unrealized forecasts.

For example, a build-to-level code equal

to die bank means actual back-end produc-

tion is build-to-order only. Forecast de-

mands for the finished good during the cy-

cle time for the back end plus the length of

the first planning period are not realizable

(unless already matched by on-hand or-

ders), and so BPS resets them to zero. BPS

also limits back-end production starts in

the first period of the plan to only those

necessary to fill orders. In all following pe-

riods of the plan for back-end production,

BPS plans production in response to both

orders and forecasts. In this way, BPS

plans future availability of the finished

good, enabling automated quotation of de-

livery dates for future orders. Before the

beginning of the second period, the pro-

duction plan will be regenerated, and

again BPS will schedule the back-end pro-

duction in the first period of the new plan

to be solely in response to orders received.

In summary, to reflect marketing priori-

ties and concerns, the planning engine's

capacitated loading decisions are guided by

the build-to-level codes, the partitioning of
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demands into priority classes, and the de-
fined product prices. However, the plan-
ning engine responds to these priorities
only to the extent that the plans are WIp
feasible and capacity feasible.
Requirements Planning for Binning and
Substitution Product Structures

We cast the requirements-planning

problem (Figure 3) as a simple linear pro-
gramming problem. We introduce variables
for the production of source product and
the allocation of bins to finished goods in
each time period. We define constraints to
insure inventory balance of each finished
goods type and of each bin in each time
period. (Slack variables of these constraints
represent back orders of finished goods
types and inventories of bins.) Cash flows
in the objective function include the sales
revenue of each finished goods type (fore-
cast demands case), backorder costs for
supply that is delivered late (order-board
demands case), inventory holding costs for
excess bin output, and the incremental cost
of producing additional source product.

The details of the formulation depend
on the nature of demands. If they repre-
sent customer commitments, then we for-
mulate the problem as the minimization of
the costs incurred to meet demands as on-
time as possible. Orders for delivery inside
the manufacturing cycle time may inevita-
bly be late if there are insufficient initial
inventories and WIP. Therefore, balance
constraints for periods inside the cycle time
must allow back orders. But beyond the
manufacturing cycle time, it is always fea-
sible to schedule requirements meeting de-
mands, and so the balance constraints for
such periods do not include backorder
variables.

On the other hand, if the demands con,
sist solely of forecasts not yet consumed by
orders, we need not respond to all de-
mands. Indeed, it may be unprofitable to
schedule total requirements for certain fin-
ished goods types, depending on the mix
of demands relative to the bin splits. As an
extreme example, suppose the split to bin 1
is  0.0001 and to b in 2,0.9999,  and the
market for finished goods type 1 is large
but that for type 2 is small. Fully respond-
ing to the market for finished goods type 1
may cost much more than the revenue it
brings in. Thus to deal with forecast de-
mands, we formulate the demand satisfac-
tion constraints to allow back orders both
inside and outside the cycle time. In this
way/ we plan availabil ity for only the por-
tion of forecast demands that is profitable.

For multiple demand classes, we should
not solve the requirements planning prob-
lem independently for each class: the opti-
mal binning strategy for the demand mix
in one class may be a very inefficient start-
ing point for handling the demands in the
next lower priority class. To cope with this
situation, we formulate the requirements
planning problem for all demand classes in
BPS as a single linear program, including
separate variables and constraints indexed
by demand class and combining the objec-
tive functions for each class into a single
objective. In such a consolidated formula,
tion, we define the demand quantities in
the constraints for each class to be cumula-
tive over all higher priority classes, and the
variables for each class in each time period
to represent the total production, alloca-
tion, inventory, and backorder levels serv-
ing the indexed class as well as all higher
priority classes. We also add constraints
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expressing consistency between cumulative
requirements calculated for consecutive
classes to the formulation. Solving such a
formulation defines the production re_
quirements for servicing the demands in all
cumulative classes. We give the details of a
basic version of the linear programming
formulation prepared by BpS for require_
ments planning in the appendix.

BPS formulates a separate linear pro_
gramming model for each family of fin_
ished goods types (those made from the
same source packaged devices). Generally,
these families consist of tens or in extreme
cases hundreds of finished goods types;
thus, BPS solves many relatively small l in_
ear programs to perform the overall re_
quirements planning calculation. More_
over, BPS plans families with no binning
using conventional MRp techniques. In op_
eration, the BPS software examines the
structure of each product family and deter_
mines whether to apply optimization or
MRP techniques. BpS then combines the
results of linear programming and MRp
calculations to state the net production re_
quirements for packaged device output ser_
vicing all finished goods demands in each
class.

In the most general case, a finished
goods family may have multiple source
packaged devices, each with alternative pro_
cess flows with varying manufacturing
costs, cycle times, and bin splits. The ac_
cept bins for a finished goods type may in_
clude bins obtainable from more than one
source packaged device or process flow.
For example, it is common for the same
basic packaged device to be put through
an elaborate testing procedure to generate
a large set of bins, or through a simpler

INTERFACES 25:1

testing procedure that generates only lower
grade bins. The simpler testing procedure
affords a savings in test capacity require_
ments that could be attractive, depending
on the mix of demands. The BpS software
incorporates an extension of the formula_
tion in the appendix to this case, using dif_
ferences in production cost as a proxy for
differences in capacity consumption.
Capacitated Loading of Reentrant
Process Flows

To generate feasible factory schedules,
the planning system must analyze the
workloads on such factory resources as pro_
cessing equipment. Because of the reen_
trant process flows, the analysis must rep_
resent the distribution of resource loads
through time associated with scheduled
product starts. The BpS software formu_
lates constraints using a rate-based, contin_
uous-time model of production that ap_
proximates the discrete, lot-based produc_
tion activity actually taking place in the
factories.

In the rate-based model, we assume the
scheduled starts in each time period are
uniformly distributed over the entire pe_
riod, moving through the factory as a con-
tinuous flow. We thus view the starts
schedule for a process flow as a step func_
tion defined continuously over the entire
planning horizon. The corresponding cu_
mulative starts plan is a piecewise linear
curve (Figure 6). Actual starts of the pro_
cess flow are a series of events correspond_
ing to lot releases.

We can map the starts curve for a pro_
cess flow into an output curve for the pro_
cess flow, given assumed values for yields
and cycle times for the starts. Such an out_
put curve defines the target output curve

) ' )
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Actual Starts Gurve

Figure 6: The scheduled production starts in each planning period are modeled as a constant

raie. The target starts .o*" g"our"ted by BPS is thus piecewise linear. The actual starts curve

is a stair function with steps-corresponding to releases of production lots. BPS assumes the

total quantity of wafer staits in each period is distributed uniformly over the period.

End Period 1

against which we can judge manufactur-

ing's on-time delivery performance. Analo-

gously, we can map the starts curve into a

workload curve at each operation in the pro-

cess flow.

We will use a simple example to explain

the BPS model for capacity analysis. A

particular machine type performs four dif-

ferent operations in a particular wafer fab

process flow. Table 1 shows the quantity,

average equipment efficiency, and hours

worked per week for the P&E 240 photo-

lithography machines in factory F4. The

average equipment efficiency, statistic indi-

cates the Percentage of time these ma-

chines can be expected to process work-

loads. The total hours Per week the

F4-P&E 240 resource can run wafers is

End Period 2

(7X1 20)(0.66)  - -  554.4.

Table 2 shows the machine rates for

each operation in process flow F4-P417,

the average survival yield and the average

cvcle time from the start of the process

flow to the start of the operation. Suppose

we schedule wafer starts in continuous

time. Let r(f) denote the average rate of

wafer starts of process flow F4-P411 at

time f . If all starts proceed through the pro-

cess exactly according to the average statis-

tics, then the rate of loading of the ma-

chine at time f from starts of process flow

F4-P411 is

0.0r75x( t  -  0 .368)  + 0.0211x( f  -  1 .330)

+ 0.0258x(f - 1'.744)

+ 0.0228x(t - 2.290).
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Machrne Type Quantity in Service
Hours Worked per
Week

Average Equipment
Efficiency

P&E 240

Now suppose the planning time periods
are each exactly one week in length. Con-
sider the load in week 3 on the F4-p&E
240 machines from performance of opera_
tion 9 on process flow F4-p411. The cycle
time up to operation 9 is 7.744 weeks;
hence starts made between time 0.256 and
time 1.256 undergo operation 9 during
week 3. By the uniformity assumption,
74.4 percent of the starts in week 1 and
25.6 percent of the starts in week 2 that
survive to reach operation 9 will do so
during week 3. Now let l, denote the starts
of process flow F4-P411 in week t, t : l ,
2, . . . . Then the load from performance of
operation 9 of F4-P411 in week 3 is

0.0258[0.7 44x, t 0.25 6xr].

If we derive similar expressions for the
other steps of process flow F4-p411, the
total load in week f on the F4-p&E 240
machines from process flow F4-p411 is

Process
Q  f p n

ID

Cycle Time
up to Step
(weeks)

Yield up to
Step
(percent)

0 .66

0.017510.632x, * 0.368x,_rl

+ 0.0211[0.670x,_, ] -  0.330r,_r l

+ 0.0258[0.256x,_, *  0.744x,_2]

+ 0.0228[0.7'1,0x, 2 * 0.290x,_rl.

Collecting terms, the capacity constraint
for machine type F4-P&E 240 takes the
following form:

0.01106r,  )-  0.2778x,_, *  0.04225x,_2

* 0.0066r,_3 * (similar expressions for

the other F4 process flows using the p&E

240 machines) < 554.4.

Here, terms with subscripts smaller than
one refer to starts made in time periods al-
ready past, that is, to WIP. Thus the capac-
ity model can comprehend the competition
for capacity between WIP and new starts.
The coefficients on starts variables in the

t20

Table 1: Data is presented- for a simple example of modeling capacity consumption by a pro_
cess flow' The P&E 240 lithography machine is used to perri.m rooisteps in process flow p411
in wafer fab F4. The factory floor system at F4 reports statistics concerning the p&E 240
machines.

Processing Rate
(units per
hour)

Resource Load
per Wafer Start
(machine hours)

56
45
36
39

Table 2: The F4 factory.floor system also reports statistics concerning the steps of p411. Foreach step, the resource load per wafer startls calculated as the yieliup to the step divided bythe processing rate.

I

7
9

l 2

0 .368
1 .330
t . 7  4 4
2.290

97 .98
95 .10
92.76
88.9s

0.0775
0.0271
0 .0258
0.0228
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capacity constraints cannot be expressed in

closed form but depend on the actual nu-

merical values of cycle times and planning

period lengths.

We have illustrated the capacity model

for the simplest case in which all time peri-

ods have equal length and in which cycle

times and yields are constant. The BPS

model actually admits time periods of

varying length (expressed in terms of

working days) and cycle times and yields

that vary over time. It uses the cycle times

to map the end points of the time periods

for planned output and planned operation

loads onto the continuous time line for

planned starts, and then calculates coeffi-

cients on starts variables by observing the

fractions of periods that are intercepted, in

a way similar to that discussed above.

Leachman [19931 provides mathematical

formulas for these coefficients.

Staff members in each manufacturing fa-

cility at Harris maintain the data required

for capacity analysis. These data concern

both resource availabilities and operation

processing times. For each scarce resource

in each planning time period, they identify

the quantity in service, average efficiency,

and hours worked per working day. The

data also includes the factory working cal-

endar. For all steps in all process flows that

utilize scarce resources, they identify the

resources loaded, the processing rate (units

per hour), the cycle time from process start

(expressed in fractions of working days),

and the yield from process start. They also

identify the overall yield and cycle time for

each process flow. All parameters are al-

lowed to be time varying. From these data,

BPS automatically generates the capacity

constraints of the capacitated loading

models.

These capacity constraints are but one

element of the model. One must append

constraints for scarce rarv materials, de-

mand constraints, and an obfective func-

tion. Moreover, the model must reflect the

marketing priorities and controls.

In BPS we model the consumption of

raw materials to occur at the start of pro-

cess flows and express such constraints in

terms of starts variables. As for demand

constraints, we use the same kind of con-

tinuous time analysis described for estab-

lishing machine capacity constraints to ex-

press the linear coefficients on start vari-

ables that define the output of process

flows in the given planning periods. Given

these coefficients, we construct the demand

constraints in a straightforward way.

To incorporate the marketing controls,

BPS solves a series of linear programming

problems, one for each demand class,

starting with the highest priority class. The

objective function used in problems for

each order board and inventory class mini-

mizes total lateness (back-order) costs plus

inventory costs. The objective function

used in the problems formulated for fore-

Each new
reaffirmed

management team
IMPReSS as a key

strategic endeavor.

cast classes maximizes discounted cash

flow, considering discounted revenues

from expected product sales less dis-

counted costs for production and inven-

tory.

The problem formulated for each class

must not undo or trade off the customer
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service planned for demands in higher
priority classes with the customer service
to be provided to the class under consider-
ation. To observe this marketing require-
ment and also to economize on computa-
tional effort, BPS formulates each capaci-
tated loading problem using cumulative
demands, cumulative over both demand
and over higher priority demand classes.
BPS places bounds on back-order variables
to insure that customer service to higher-
priority demands is not disrupted.

The other marketing control on the plan-
ning engine is the build-to-level code,
which controls the response of the manu-
facturing lines to sales forecasts unsup-
ported by orders. BPS implements this
control simply by enforcing upper bounds
on the production starts variables in the
first time period for manufacturing stages
located beyond the build-to-level point.
BPS sets the values of the upper bounds
equal to the optimal values of the starts
variables in the solution of the formulation
for the last order board class. The bounds
are enforced in the formulations for all fol-
lowing demand classes.

The only differences in BPS formulations
for consecutive classes are (1) right-hand
side demands are increased for some prod-
ucts, (2) upper bounds on some variables
are changed, and (3) objective function
coefficients may be changed. If the values
of back-order variables are increased to
match the increments in demand, then the
optimal solution for the previous class is a
feasible starting solution for the current
class. Thus solving the series of linear pro-

Brams for the several classes is actually like
solving only one linear programming prob-
lem, with pauses after optimizing each de-

mand class to adjust the right-hand side
and variable bounds, the values of the
back-order variables, and perhaps the ob-
jective function coefficients, before reop-
timizing the formulation. In practice, the
time required to plan four or five demand
classes is only about twice the time
required if all demands were placed in
a single class.

We provide the details of a basic version
of the linear programming formulation
prepared by BPS for capacitated loading in
the appendix.

Heuristic Decomposition Scheme for the
Overall Planning Calculation

Because the planning calculation is so
large, we needed some sort of decomposi-
tion scheme. Indeed, all large semiconduc-
tor companies decompose the overall plan-
ning calculation into more tractable pieces.
We use various means within BPS:
-We perform separate requirements plan-
ning and capacitated loading calculations.
-We perform separate capacitated loading
calculations for the front-end and back-
end portions of the manufacturing net-
work.
-We perform parallel capacitated loading
calculations for different back-end
facilities.

All such approaches to decomposition can
erode optimality, and so we exercised care
in devising a decomposition strategy. We
used the following rationale for the heuris-
tic decomposition scheme within BPS:
(1) Only a small number of finished goods
types can be produced in more than one
back-end site. Without too much loss of
optimality, we can preallocate demands for
these finished goods among the alternative
back-end sites. (Strict optimality would re-
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quire simultaneous capacitated loading and

requirements planning.)

(2) We can define costs as a reasonably

good proxy for differences in the consump-

tion of manufacturing capacity by alterna-

tive source product flows feeding class

stores. (Since we use discounted costs per

start, differences in yields and cycle times

are reflected even when costs per start are

the same.) Thus we can divorce planning

requirements back to die bank from capa-

citated loading without too much loss of

optimality.

(3) The most important bottlenecks in the

manufacturing network are in the front

end. Capital expense is highest here, and

because of the arborescent product struc-

ture, a front-end bottleneck generally con-

strains availability of many more types of

finished goods than does a back-end bot-

tleneck. Thus it makes more sense to do

front-end capacitated loading before per-

forming back-end capacitated loading. (A

back-end capacitated loading calculation

performed beforehand would need to be

redone to reflect the limited die supply

generated by front-end capacitated

loading.)

(4) Because the number of wafer types is

small compared to the number of back-end

products, a worldwide capacitated loading

calculation including all front-end sites in a

manufacturing network is practical.

(5) If we preallocate demands producible

in multiple back-end sites as in (1), then

we can carry out separate capacitated load-

ing calculations for each back-end site in

parallel, provided we allocate die supply

calculated by the front-end capacitated

loading calculation among the back-end

sites. Capacitated loading calculations for

large back-end sites would require very

large l inear programs, but much smaller

than an LP for calculating the entire plan-

ning problem at once.

The heuristic decomposition strategy we

used relies on a series of fir'e planning

modules to perform the overall planning

calculation (Figure 7). Module 1 performs

MRP calculations to determine worldwide

net requirements for final test starts for

each demand class, netting out finished

goods inventory and final test WIP. Next,

Module 2 performs a mixture of linear pro-

gramming and MRP calculations to deter-

mine net requirements for new shipments

to assembly areas from die bank. Then,

Module 3 performs capacitated loading of

front-end sites, including the allocation of

planned die output to the various back-end

sites. Subsequently, Module 4 performs ca-

pacitated loading of back-end sites, con-

strained by resource capacities, by raw ma-

terials availability, and by planned die

availability calculated by Module 3.

IMPReSS performs a separate Module 4

calculation for each back-end site. Finally,

Module 5 collects the outputs of the var-

ious Module 4 calculations and nets out all

demand classes that are not forecasts to

calculate the availability schedules.

We omit details here, but the decompo-

sition scheme requires Modules 1 and 2 to

compute the average revenue per unit start

of each source product planned to service

the cumulative demands for each class. In

this way, it translates average selling prices

for finished goods into prices for final test

starts and ultimately into average prices for

die types. Such revenues for source prod-

ucts serve as the price parameters used in

Modules 2 and 3.
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Figure 7: The Berkeley Planning system consists_of-five planning modules that decompose theoverall planning problem. into tractable pieces. Modules pointinf to the left in the figure per-form requirements-planning calculations, while modules pointiig to the right perform capaci-tated-loading and availability calculations.
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The decomposition scheme requires the
derivation for each demand class of net re_
quirements for die shipments to each back_
end site, serving as the demand inputs to
Module 3. BPS uses a continuous-time
analysis to convert net requirements for
packaged device output into net require-
ments for device starts, from which it de_
termines net die requirements using the re_
quirements planning techniques described
earlier. To translate required output into
starts, BPS departs from conventional MRp
methodology to perform a continuous_time
analysis using noninteger manufacturing
lead t imes.  l t  establ ishes requi rements
schedules that insure each factory can
meet demands on time if its production
quantity in each of the given planning pe_
riods is distributed as a constant rate over

the period (Figure 8). Moreover, it avoids
the excess inventory that would result
from a conventional MRp planning calcu_
lation incorporating rounded-up integer
lead times. Leachman and Goncalves

[1989] describes the algorithm that derives
the starts curve from the output curve.

We originally formulated the allocation
of die to back-end sites that occurs within
Module 3 as a separate optimization
model, but subsequently we incorporated it
into the capacitated loading formulation.
We indexed die demands tendered to the
formulation by back-end site, and incorpo_
rated the binning and substitution product
structures at die bank into the formulation.

Our decomposition scheme effectively
breaks the planning problem into tractable
pieces. The dimensions of the various cal_

Packaged
Dev i ce

End Reqmnts. plng.
Capaci tated Loading and

Allocation to Back Ends

Back End
Capacitated Loading

(Modute 4)

A v a i l a b i l i t y
C a l c u l a t o r
(Module 5)
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Cumula t ive
Quant i t y

BPS starts

cu rve

Classical MRP
starts curve

.\___a

t<--J-- >

ldeal starts
t \- / 'curve

Output
-cu  rve

Reduction in
inventory .,

T i m e

Figure 8: BPS performs rate-based requirements planning' It uses aloninteger lead time corre-

sponding to the process flow cycle time to tran_slate the output requirements curve into a starts

requirerients cuive. The ideal starts curve is the direct translation of the output curve by the

,rorrint"g., lead time, but it is not rate based in the given planning periods' The BPS starts

curve is a rate-based schedule that lies below the usual MRP curve computed using rounded-

up integer lead times.

culations in the modules work out as fol-

lows:
-Module 2 contains many relatively small

linear programming (LP) calculations; there

are no finished goods families with LP's

larger than 2,000 rows. Harris used a sin-

gle workstation computer to perform a

companywide calculation (later changed to

two computers in parallel processing dif-

ferent product families).

-Module 3 solves the front-end capaci-

tated loading problems;  two manufactur ing

networks are optimized in parallel on tu'o

computers. The largest LP has about

160,000 rows.
-Module 4 solves capacitated loading for-

mulations for five back-end sites on sepa-

rate comPuters in parallel; the LP for the

largest back-end site includes about

150,000 rows.
-Modules 1 and 5 do not include LP

calculations.

We programmed the various modules at

UC Berkeley in FORTRAN and C Shell

scripts to run in a UNIX environment' ln

all, BPS includes more than 50,000 lines of

code.

IMPReSS ImPlementation

The most  d i f t rcu l t  asPect  t r f  i r .u l t lementa-

t ion r r 'as convert rng,  data used in p lanning

to conform u'ith a standard data model'

Reflecting the decentralized planning and

control in the three predecessor companies'

various planners and managers defined the
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boundaries of process flows and the inven-
tory points of the product structure in dif-
ferent ways. Many systems and planning
staff members understood semiconductor
manufacturing in terms of those data
structures, however approximate or ineffi_
cient. BPS requires a standardized, specific
data structure. Converting to this data
structure caused conflicts with long_held
intuitions, conventions, and data structures
extant in factory floor systems. The change
required seemed unreasonable to many. If
sector executives had not expressed ur_
gency to move the project forward, this is_
sue might have stopped the project en_
tirely.

As part of the IMPReSS project, Harris
installed a commercial demand forecasting
software, defined and populated a BOM
database, and upgraded the existing order
entry system to provide on-line delivery
quotation and reservation capability. The
IMPReSS project team developed rela-
tional data bases at all manufacturing sites
as well as at sector headquarters to manage
the massive amount of data needed for
company-wide planning, including inter_
faces to all relevant factory floor and mar-
keting systems. These interfaces mapped
factory data from the inherited structures
into the standardized data structures BpS
required. The team developed software to
transfer data between factory databases
and the central database, to download data
to BPS from the central database and to
upload results, and to transfer output data
from one module run to serve as input
data for the next. The team also developed
user interfaces for the factory and central
databases.

We installed the completed planning en-

gine software at Harris in October 1991.
The team completed the IMpReSS central
database and the factory databases at
about the same time. As we integrated
data and fed it to the planning engine for
trial runs, we found many gaps and incon-
sistencies in factory, marketing, and BOM
data, making it difficult or impossible to
carry out a planning cycle. We had to de-
vise and program many database checks to
reveal data errors and to reduce the overall
data set down to a consistent and complete
subset that could be fed as input to the
planning engine. In the fall of 1991, typi-
cally less than half of the Harris data set
passed such checks. To the IMpReSS team.
this poor data quality came as a shock.
Clearly, Harris could not switch over to the
IMPReSS automated planning within the
one-year schedule established at the start
of the project. Morale sunk and manage-
ment frustration increased as sector losses
continued to mount despite a tremendous
year-long effort.

After the start of the IMpReSS project,
the sector experienced two rounds of turn-
overs in key executive positions, including
the sector president. Despite the lateness of
the project, each new management team
reaffirmed IMPReSS as a key strategic en-
deavor of the sector, and the project con-
tinued to move forward.

Over the last quarter of 7991 and the
first two quarters of 1992, Harris greatly
improved data quality and completeness.
The team assigned every piece of data re-
quired for system operation an owner who
was responsible for correcting the inconsis_
tencies and gaps found by the automated
database checks. With larger data sets now
passing the checks, we could test the appli_
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cation software more fully. We found and

eliminated bugs in the planning engine

and database software. We transferred the

final version of BPS, incorporating the final

corrections, from the university to Harris in

May 1992.In late 1992,Hatris had im-

proved planning data to the point that

about 75 percent of the sector's products

could be planned in automated cycles; this

figure exceeded 90 percent a year later and

97 percent a year after that. By the end of

7992, the sector's manufacturing facilities

generally accepted IMPReSS production

plans, and Harris made delivery quotations

according to the system's calculations in

lieu of manual means.

IMPReSS generates an official produc-

tion plan each weekend that revises the

availability used in the quotation system

and provides official production schedules

for all manufacturing facilities. A cutoff for

data maintenance Saturday morning at

rnidnight Eastern time triggers the start of

a planning cycle; all manufacturing sites in

the US and the Far East transfer factory

status and capacity data over the Internet

to sector headquarters. The planning cycle

is targeted to be completed by early Sun-

day afternoon, in time to provide produc-

tion schedules to plants located in the Far

East Monday morning.

Over two years, Harris missed the Sun-

day completion target only once, because

network communications failed, blocking

the transfer of data into headquarters from

factories in the Far East. In addition to the

official weekend planning run, Harris typi-

cally carries out one or two more planning

cycles during the week for off-line analysis

or perhaps in response to an urgent need

to replan.

Using IBM's Optimization Subroutine Li-

brary (OSL) software for linear program-

ming to solve the BPS formulations on a

battery of f ive Model 560 RS-6000 IBM

workstations, Harris completed the typical

full-scale weekly planning calculation for a

one year planning horizon during 1994 in

under 17 hours, including about five hours

for Module 2, six hours for Module 3, five

hours for Module 4, and 0.25 hours each

for Modules 1 and 5. For the very large-

scale capacitated loading calculations, we

used interior point algorithms to solve the

LPs. A reprogrammed version of the plan-

ning engine released in March 1995 that

exploits more parallel processing has re-

duced the planning cycle time to about

nine hours.

Costs and Results

Tallying the costs of the IMPReSS proi-

ect, one-time costs totaled about $3.8 mil-

lion, including $0.7 million for software,

$ 1.5 mill ion for computer hardware. $ I .4

million for consulting, and $0.2 million for

project travel by Harris staff. Annual re-

curring costs amount to about $0'6 million,

including software maintenance and the

addition of five staff members to a central

planning organization.

From the beginning of 1'993 through

early 7995, Harris semiconductor sector

maintained a 94 to 95 percent on-time de-

livery performance, one of the best scores

in the industry for a high-r'olume, broad-

mix manufacturer. This represents a dra-

matic turnaround from pre-l\ lPReSS davs'

The number of delinquent order l ine items

fell from 5,000 in 1990 to less than 100 by

late 1993, a level continuing to the present'

Harris achieved these improvements while

holding sector inventories constant as a
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percentage of sales.

Over time, customers became convinced
of the reality of this remarkable improve-
ment; basically, Harris has transformed its
image from one of the worst in the indus-
try for on-time delivery to perhaps the
best. Customer surveys now indicate that
85 percent of the sector's customers would
recommend Harris as a supplier to other
semiconductor customers, and 100 percent
intend to continue buying from the sector.
The sector has made major sales to new
customers, such as Fujitsu in Japan, who
before IMPReSS implementation would
not consider Harris as a vendor because of
unreliable delivery. Over the past couple
of years, sector sales executives estimate
that Harris has essentially lost no sales be-
cause of noncompetitive delivery perfor-
mance/ in marked contrast to the $100 mil-
lion it lost annually during 1,989-91. Sector
sales have risen from a low point of $530
million in fiscal year 1992 to almost $200
million for fiscal year 7995, despite a major
decline in defense-business sales. And
most important, the sector arrested its fi-
nancial losses and replaced them with
growing profits: $20 million in fiscal 1993,

$30 million in fiscal 1994, and $42 million
in fiscal 1995. IMPReSS has clearly played
a key role in turning around the fortunes
of the sector.

Harris also uses IMPReSS for capital
equipment planning. The ability to inte-
grate capacity requirements across all fac-
tories in IMPReSS-generated plans has im-
proved the effectiveness of capital invest-
ments. Sector executives estimate that
savings in capital expenses during 1993
and 1994 afforded by the use of IMpReSS
more than recovered the IMPReSS project

costs.
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APPENDIX: Linear Programming
Formulations in BPS
Requirements Planning of Binning
Products

We formulate the case of a single source
product generated by a single process flow.
Associated with the source product, we al-
low an arbitrary number of bins serving an
arbitrary number of finished goods accord-
ing to a given accept bin table. For simplic-
ity of exposition, we first formulate the
case where all demands for which net re-
quirements are to be computed belong to
only one demand class, labelled class r. We
define the parameters of the formulation as
follows:
ar : the last time period in which projected

WIP-outs of bins of the source product
will enter class stores, and the first possi-
ble period of bin supply at class stores
from planned starts of the source prod-
uct. (We allow this overlap.)

ai : the bin split to bin type i, that is, the
expected fraction of completed source
product ending up in bin type i, defined
for all bin types i of the source product.

di, : the demand in class r for finished
goods typef  in  per iod t ,  t  :  l ,  2 ,  .  .  . ,  T.

r, : the projected WIP-out of source prod-
uct in  per iod t ,  t  :  7 ,  2,  .  .  . ,  z t , .

Pit : the discounted unit revenue for de-
mands in class r of finished goods type I
in period.

t , t : 1 , 2 , . . . , T .

c, = the discounted unit production cost of
the source product.

hir : the holding cost per unit of bin type i
in class stores inventory at the end of
period f,

t : 1 , , 2 , . . . , T .
We define the variables of the require-
ments planning formulation as follows.
(The superscript r on each variable desig-
nates that the variable belongs to the for-
mulation to plan requirements for de-
mands in class r.)
Xi : the quantity of source product to be

completed in planning period f,
t : w , w + 1 , . . . , T .

Yi, : the allocation of bin type i to fin-
ished goods type i in time period f, de-
fined for each bin type-finished goods
type combination appearing in the ac-
cept bin table,

t -  1  ' l  T|  -  t .  L ,  l

11. : the inventorv of leftover bins of type i
a t  the end of  per iod t ,  t  :  1 ,2,  .  .  .  ,  T.

BO:. = the amount of back orders of f in-
ished gurds tvpe i at the end of period f,

t  =  1 . ) . .  . T .
\4'e use the notation i e r to denote that
bin tvpe i is an accept bin for f inished
goods tvpe 1. l\ 'e also use the notation r € i
to denote that finished goods n'pe I is a
possible use of bin tvpe r. l{e then define
the obiective funchon and constraints of
the basic requirements planning formula-
tion as follou's:
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Maximize

t i e j  t t i r

Subject to

(l) l i ,, t-r ai(x, + X) - > Yijt
Jei

: Il,, , all i, all r.

(2) If demands are in order board or in-
ventory classes:

2 Yi,, - BOi.,_t + BO;,t
tel

=  d i , ,  a l l i , t : 1 , 2 , . . , w  -  l .

Z Yi,, - BOi,tt: dit, all j, t : w.
iej

) Y i i , =  d i t ,  a l l  j ,  t :  w  * ' 1 . , . . . , T .
tej

(2) If demands are in forecast classes:

- BOi,t-t + BOi,, : dit, all l, all f.

(3) Xi > 0, Yii, > 0, Boi,t > 0, 1i,,. 0,

all i, j, t.

The objective of the formulation measures
discounted cash flows for sales revenues,
production costs, and inventory holding
costs. The coefficient on an allocation vari-
able in the oblective function is the dis-
counted unit revenue associated with the
finished goods type receiving the alloca-
tion. There are no costs on back-order vari-
ables in the formulation. The objective is
thus one of maximizing discounted cash
flow, including discounted revenue from
allocation to demands, less the discounted
costs of production of source product and
the inventory holding costs for bin inven-
tories. Constraints (1) enforce inventory
balance of each bin in each time period.
Constraints (2) measure the demand satis-
faction of each finished goods type. The
particular form of the these constraints

also depends on the type of demand class
involved, as discussed in the text of the ar-
ticle. Constraints (3) are the usual nonnega-
tivity constraints.

To extend the formulation to the case of
multiple demand classes, we formulate the
requirements planning problem for all de-
mand classes as a single linear program,
including separate variables and con-
straints indexed by demand class, and in-
cluding the objective functions for each
class combined into a single objective. In
such a consolidated formulation, we define
the demand quantities in the constraints
for each class to be cumulative over all
higher-priority classes and the variables for
each class in each time period to represent
the total production, allocation, inventory,
and back-order levels serving the indexed
class as well as all higher-priority classes.
In addition to the constraints discussed
above, we add constraints expressing con-
sistency between cumulative requirements
calculated for consecutive classes to the
formulation, as follows:

t

>  x " >

These constraints state that at the end of
each time period, the cumulative produc-
tion of each source product to meet the de-
mands in classes l, 2, . .. , r must be
greater than or equal to the cumulative
production of each source product to meet
the demands in classes 1, 2, . . ., r - l.
The result of solving such a formulation
defines the production requirements servic-
ing demands in classes 1,2, . . . , r, where r
ranges up to the total number of demand
classes R.
Capacitated Loading of Prioritized
Demands

We illustrate the basics of the proposed
capacitated loading procedure for a single-
stage system, that is, assuming there is
only one process flow between raw materi-
als start and finished goods. Suppose we

Z Yii,
iej

t

t
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are given demand classes 1, 2, . .. , R. We
define R linear programming models to
load demands in classes 7, 2, . . ., r, r : l ,
2, . . . , R, respectively. The basic strategy is

to solve the loading models in numerical
order. Model 1 loads demands in class 1 as

on-time as possible. Model 2 then loads
demands in both classes 1 and 2 as on-
time as possible. We constrain the solution
of loading model 2 to support demands in
class 1 at least as much as does the solu-
tion of model 1. This process of incremen-
tal loading is continued until an overall
production plan is specified by the optimal
solution to model R.

For simplicity of exposition, we assume
products and process flows are one-to-one.
We introduce the following variables for
the rth formulation:
r,{, = starts of product i (process flow i)

planned from loading demands in
classes 1,, 2, . .. , r in the period ending

at time t, dehned for all i and for t : 7,

2 , . . . , 7 .
llr : inventory of completed product i at

time f, relative to demands in classes 1,

2,  .  .  . , r ,  def ined for  a l l  i  and for  f  :  1 ,

2 , . . . , T - 1 , .
BOit : back orders of product I at time f,

relative to demands in classes 1,2, . . . , r,

defined for all I and for t : 1', 2, . . ., T.
We also introduce the following shorthand
notation for various linear combinations of

the process starts variables that arise when
we map process outs and operation loads
to process starts:

fr : output of product i (process flow i)
planned from loading demands in
classes l, 2, . .. , r in period ending at
time f.

rf;1 : ?mount processed through operation

i of process flow i planned from loading
demands in classes 1, 2, . .. , r in period
ending at time f.

Leachman [1993] provides formulas for

these linear combinations as a function of

given cycle time, yield, and factory calen-
dar data. These formulas constitute the dy-
nantic production functiorrs modeling semi-
conductor processing flows.

We introduce the following parameters
for the rth formulation:
D|, : cumulative demand for product i (pro-

cess flow l) at t ime f, cumulative both
over  c lasses 1,2,  .  . .  ,  r  and over  t ime,
def ined for  a l l  I  and for  t  :  7 ,  2,  .  .  . ,T.
di denotes the demand in classes 1, 2,
. . ., r f.or product i in period t.

Boi;1 = optimal value of the back-order
variable for product i at time I in the lin-
ear program for demands in classes 1, 2,

. . . , r - 7 .
BOit : upper bound on the back orders of

product i at time f, relative to demands
in c lasses 7,2,  .  .  .  ,  r .We formulate the
requirement that service to demands in

classes I, 2, . . ., r - | must not be di-
minished when solving loading model r

as the condition that

BO',,, . BOi, : B]iil + Di, - D'it.

This constraint expresses that fact that
back orders can rise by no more than the
increment in demand in the current class;
otherwise, higher-priority demands are
being back ordered more than necessary.
Note that this constraint does not require a
row in the formulation matrix for loading
model r; instead, it is invoked by placing
the simple upper bound BOi' on the back-
order  var iable BOi, .
C1, : capacitv of resource k in period f, ex-

pressed in units of resource hours.
a,;. : hours of resource tvpe k required to

perform operation t of process flow i in
time penod t, per unit of process flow i.

pi, : discounted pnce for sales in period f
of product i in demand class r.

c;, : discounted unit ccxt for starts of prod-
uct i in period t.

ft ir = holding cost for inventon' of com-
pleted product i at the end of period f,

including the difference between dis-
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counted revenues in periods f and f + 1.
bi : cost per unit back ordered of product

i in period f, based onpl,.
Each of the R loading models seeks to

maximize discounted cash flows subiect to
demand and capacity constraints. Capaci-
tated loading model r is formulated as fol-
lows:

Maximize

L L pi,xi, - ci,xl, - huli, - blBoit.
i t

Subject to

(1) > Z a,inZi,'Cr,, all k, all t,

e) fr, + ti.,-r - Boi,,-, - ti,, * Boi,t: dit,

all i, all t,

(3) BOi.t = nO;,

: BOii' + Dit - Di;1 , alt i, all t,

(4) xi, > 0, BOi,t > 0, 1i,,. 0, all i , all t.

The objective function of the formula-
tion maximizes cash flows from sales,
manufacturing and inventory. Back-order
costs are nonzero only in formulations for
order board and inventory classes of de-
mands, while sales prices and unit costs for
production starts are nonzero only for for-
mulations of forecast classes. In the objec,
tive of formulations for forecast classes,
discounted sales revenue is computed as
discounted price times production output;
however, output left in inventory at the
end of the period is assessed an inventory
holding cost that includes the loss in dis-
counted revenue from the current period
to the next. In all formulations, inventory
variables are not defined in period T; that
is, all production output is sold eventually.
In this way, all sales are assigned the cor-
rect discounted revenue.

Constraints (1) express the resource ca-

pacity limits. Constraints (2) measure the
inventory and back-order positions of each
product relative to its demands. Con-
straints (3) express upper bounds on the
back-order variables, insuring that service
provided to higher priority demand classes,
as determined in the solution to the pre-
vious formulation, is maintained in the so-
lution to the current formulation. Con-
straints (4) express the usual nonnegativity
conditions on variables.

An additional constraint must be added
to the forrnulation requiring the production
system to enter a steady state at the hori-
zon. The usual implicit ending condition in
planning models is that no more produc-
tion starts will be made after time T. For
the multi-period process flows considered
here, variables representing process starts
near the horizon are relatively less con-
strained under such an ending condition.
(lf indeed no production starts will be
made after time T, a large batch may be
started in the last time period, since such
starts do not have to compete with any fu-
ture starts for capacity. Thus, the usual
ending condition leads to unreasonable re-
sults in an optimal solution.)

This steady-state horizon condition is
enforced as follows: first, process starts in
all time periods falling within a cycle time
of the horizon are constrained to be at the
same rate; this is accomplished simply by
using the same variable to represent them,
appropriately scaled for differences in the
lengths of time periods. To insure that
these starts are fully constrained, an extra
time period T + l, at least as long as the
Iongest process cycle time, is added to the
formulation, and constraint types (2) and
(3) are enforced for this extra period. De-
mands in the extra period are set to be at
the same rate as in period 7 by prorating
the period T demands according to the ra-
tio of period lengths. Inventory variables
are excluded for both period T and period
T + l, insuring there will be no overpro-
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duction.
It is straightforward to extend the for-

mulation to include material capacity con-
straints and to accommodate alternative
process flows for the same product. The
formulation can also be readily extended to
the multistage case, but with the following
concern about constraints expressing in-
ventory balance between consecutive
stages modeled using process starts vari-
ables: In the case that process cycle times
are fractional relative to the planning time
grid (which is usually the case), inventory
balance equations need to be enforced at
fractional points of time in addition to the
usual grid points [Hackman and Leachman
1989]. The formulation can also be modi-
fied to handle the case that interstage in-
ventory balance involves binning and
product substitution. This is accomplished
by integrating the formulation structure
discussed in the first section of the
appendix with the structure presented in
this section.
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In Harris's presentation at the Edelman

Award competition, Phil Farmer, President

and Chief Operating Officer of Harris Cor-

poration, stated "The biggest problem we

had in the semiconductor sector right after

the CE merger was on-time delivery. Our

on-time delivery was running about 75

percent, which was not acceptable. Imple-

mentation of IMPReSS raised our on-time

delivery to 95 percent, so from that point

of view the investment was very worth-

while. IMPReSS also allows us to plan our

capital investments more wisely, and the

savings in capital investment alone has

exceeded the cost of implementing

IMPReSS."
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